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The Aging Kidney in Health and DiseaseSpringer, 2007

	This volume will be a reliable source on the management of the elderly with renal disease. There is an ever-increasing proportion of the aging population affected by renal disease and hypertension, and physicians are faced with atypical clinical presentations of renal disease in the aged as compared to younger people. This volume combines the...
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A Model for Calculating Interconnection Costs in TelecommunicationsWorld Bank Publications, 2003
The liberalization of the telecommunications markets in Sub-Saharan Africa led to increased competition on the provision and pricing of communication services. But, due to the lack of appropriate regulatory tools, newly established regulators are poorly equipped to arbitrate increasing interconnection disputes between competing operators. 
...
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Faith, Politics, and Power: The Politics of Faith-Based InitiativesOxford University Press, 2010
There is often more than meets the eye where politics, religion and money are concerned.  This is certainly the case with the Faith-Based Initiative.  Section 104, a small provision of the 1996 Welfare Reform bill called "Charitable Choice," was the beginning of what we now know as the Faith-Based Initiative. In its original form, the...
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OpenStack TroveApress, 2015

	OpenStack Trove is your step-by-step guide to set up and run a secure and scalable cloud Database as a Service (DBaaS) solution. The book shows you how to set up and configure the Trove DBaaS framework, use prepackaged or custom database implementations, and provision and operate a variety of databasesâ€•including MySQL,...
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VSAT NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Now fully revised and updated, VSAT Networks continues to cover all of the essential issues involved with the installation and operation of networks of small earth stations called ‘Very Small Aperture Terminal’. VSATs are typically one to two meters in antenna reflector diameter and communicate with one another, or with a...
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Enterprise Information Systems Assurance and System Security: Managerial and Technical IssuesIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Few topics in the information technology (IT) field today generate as much interest as
security. Interestingly, the IT world has been struggling with security issues for over 30
years, yet many security problems remain unsolved, unaddressed, and serious. As
those responsible for securing systems and networks address security issues...
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Practical PowerPivot & DAX Formulas for Excel 2010McGraw-Hill, 2010

	PowerPivot: What a name! Or I should really say what’s in a name? Powerful Pivoting? Pivot-table for power users?


	PowerPivot is a lot more than that. When I started the PowerPivot project back in 2007, along with Amir Netz (Microsoft BI Distinguished Engineer), the incubation project was called BI Sandbox. We had been looking...
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Neural Stem Cells for Brain and Spinal Cord Repair (Contemporary Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2002

	Active neuroscientists survey NSCs as potential tools for central nervous system and spinal cord repair by explaining their clinically significant fundamental properties, manipulations, and potential therapeutic paradigms. Their discussion of the fundamental biology of NSCs illustrates the signaling pathways that regulate stem cell division...
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AAA and Network Security for Mobile Access: Radius, Diameter, EAP, PKI and IP MobilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
AAA (Authentication, Authorization, Accounting) describes a framework for intelligently controlling access to network resources, enforcing policies, and providing the information necessary to bill for services. 
    AAA and Network Security for Mobile Access is an invaluable guide to the AAA concepts and framework, including its...
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Information Science in Theory and PracticeK. G. Saur, 2004
It is nowadays a commonplace that we are living in an ‘information society’. The practical importance of information to problem solving, decision making, and just plain coping with life is clear to all. The communication of information in society is an immensely variegated and complex phenomenon, and the more understanding of it we can...
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Building a Virtual LibraryInformation Science Publishing, 2002
The organization, functioning, and the role of libraries in university communities continue to change dramatically. While academic research libraries continue to acquire information, organize it, make it available, and preserve it, the critical issues for their management teams in the twenty-first century are to formulate a clear mission and role...
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Enabling Optical Internet with Advanced Network Technologies (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2009
This reference provides an overview of the key concepts related to the major issues of optical Internet, and studies traditionally and recently proposed optical switching paradigms. The concise coverage presents a detailed comparison of optical switching technologies, and covers architectural issues together with topics such as signaling protocols...
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